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What the critics say

“

The first rule of a wine is not to be good, but to exist. But where it does exist in
2016, it is at times extraordinarily great, with a clutch of legendary wines. Winemaking is not for the faint-hearted, and 2016 took many winemakers to the
wire, but looking back, the enormous progress in skill and knowledge along with
greater perseverance and fortitude meant that what could have been a disastrous
vintage was for many a vintage of torment but also triumph.

”

Neal Martin, The Wine Advocate

“

Good news, burgundy lovers! Ex-cellar prices for vintage 2016, the vintage to be
shown at countless UK merchants’ tastings in London next week, are more or
less the same as last year.
More good news: 2016 is a seriously delicious vintage.
Bad news, burgundy lovers: there is a serious shortage of wine.

”

Jancis Robinson

“

”

The perfect follow-on vintage to 2015 in all but one respect: those tiny quantities
after the savage spring frosts.
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Andrew Jefford

What we think

“

Resplendent Burgundy
On the 26 & 27 of April 2016 a late & severe frost devastated much of Burgundy –
the worst since 1981 with some vineyards producing not a bottle of wine and for
most their lowest yields for a very long time. However by mid-summer perfect
growing conditions were evident and remained until after the much later than
usual Harvest – the result is a wonderful classical Burgundian vintage
The Reds are superb – aromatic, fresh, expressive & transparent wines are approachable already but will get better & better.
The Whites are also excellent – charming, open, fresh & fragrant wines

”

Our advice is to buy as much of this glorious vintage as you can, not forgetting
that our allocations are tiny (as are everyone elses)
Esme Johnstone, Noble Rot
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The tale of the tape: Burgundy 2016
Frost.
One word which sums up this fascinating vintage in Burdgundy, but a word which should not define the wines which were
produced - although, as is the nature of vintage reports, it is
likely to be remembered for the frost and the frost alone.
There is a tremendous amount to celebrate about this 2016
vintage with a great many wines superb in style and dazzling
in quality. Now that the wines are safely in barrel they have
been sampled by brokers and critics alike and we have selected
what we believe to be perfect expressions (and superb value for
money) of the terroirs in what was a challenging year.
But first it is worth taking you on a whistlestop tour of the vintage conditions which so challenged the growers but which
ended up delivering top wines.
The winter of 2015/16 was fairly normal for the region, if a little wetter than usual, which allowed certain parcels of land to
build up water reserves for the drier months ahead.
The greatest influence on the vintage was the late spring frost
on the night of the 26 April. It was described as the worst type
of frost imaginable, the like of which hadn’t been seen for decades in the region. What compounded the misery was the brilliant sunshine the next morning: the coating of ice acting as a
magnifying glass and scorching the young buds, decimating
yields. BIVB (The Bourgogne Wine Board) suggest that some 54% of vineyards
suffered up to 30% depletion in crop, just less than 16,000 hectares, and 23% suffered in excess of 70% damage, equating to some 13,453 hectares of vine.
Some areas like Puligny Montrachet were saved by cloud cover and fog, but
good news stories were few and far between.
The Burgundians are rightly proud of their vineyard management and so the natural health of
the vines allowed them to recover in the best way possible for the rest of the growing season.
Flowering took place in ideal conditions and late rainfall in early September helped the fine
development of the wines, with the harvest taking place in brilliantly dry and hot conditions.
In the wineries, the winemakers stuck to a philosophy of ‘light touch’ with every precious

bunch of grapes afforded every care and respect.
This gentle handling of fruit in the winery allowed the wines to speak clearly for their terroirs,
producing offerings which, as Esme has rightly
pointed out, are transparent, fresh, approachable
and demonstrative of the very best of the region.
There is often talk of whether vintages in Burgundy are ‘white’ or ‘red’ but we believe that our
selection of wines encapsulate the ripeness,
freshness and round tannic cores of the best
reds and the fine acidity, appealing richness and effervescent energy of the finest whites.
Simply put, there are quite delicious wines on offer here and the greatest dissappointment to
us all at Noble Rot is that there weren’t more to offer to you (or to drink for ourselves!). With that
in mind I commend the list below to you (detailed information on the wines can be found on
following pages) very highly indeed. All wines are offered on a first come, first served basis so
do secure some of our tiny quantities before they dissappear overnight (like half the vintage!).
All our wines are offered in cases of 6x75cl in bond and ex-cellars.
What a way to start 2018! I look forward to hearing from you.
Dominic Brennan
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THE REDS
Domaine A F Gros
Pommard 1er Cru Les Arvelets			
per 6 		
£270
Richbourg Grand Cru				per 6		£1788
Domaine Cheron
Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Champonnet		
Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru				

per 6		
per 6		

£270
£570

Domaine Chezeaux
Vosne Romanee 1er Cru Les Chaumes		

per 6		

£210

Domaine Clerget
Chambolle Musigny 1er cru Les Charmes		

per 6		

£390

Domaine Edmond Cornu
Corton-Bressandes Grand Cru			per 6		£330
Domaine Lignier
Clos St Dennis Grand Cru				

per 6		

£570

Domaine d’Ardhuy
Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru “Sous les Puits”

per 6		

£270

Domaine Bitouzet-Prieur
Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes			

per 6		

£276

Domaine Francois Parent
Corton Charlemange Grand Cru			

per 6		

£690

THE WHITES

Domaine des Malandes
Chablis Grand Cru Vaudesir				per 6		£204
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All prices are in bond

DOMAINE A F GROS
Anne-Françoise
Gros,
originally
of
Vosne-Romanée, is married to François
Parent of Pommard, where they live, though
their wines have been made in substantial
premises in Beaune since 1998. The domaine consists of Anne-Françoise’s share
of Domaine Jean Gros, additional wines in
and around Vosne-Romanée which she has
bought or leased, and her husband’s share of
Domaine Parent.
Pommard 1er cru ‘Les Arvelets’
£270 per 6 Bottles in Bond
Pommard was decimated by the April frosts
– A F Gross’s 1er cru is sublime, offering
red fruits, mineral complexity and superb
balance: a ‘must buy’ for all of us who love
great Pommard.
Drink 2020-2035
Richebourg Grand Cru
£1,788 per 6 Bottles in Bond
This Grand Cru is the top of the tree, made
in tiny quantities and clearly has the finest bouquet amongst the A.F. Gros range:
wonderful, minerally red berry fruit, dried
flowers and just a hint of warm gravel in the
background. It gains intensity in the glass.
This is a beautifully harmonious fine wine
for the long term.
Drink 2022-2034

DOMAINE PHILIPPE CHERON
After working as technical director at Domaine Jean-Claude Belland in Santenay,
Philippe Cheron took over the family estate in 2011 which today covers 5 hectares,
spread over the Nuits Saint Georges, Vosne
Romanée, Chambolle Musigny and Clos de
Vougeot appellations.
Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru ‘Champonnet’
£270 per 6 Bottles in Bond
This superb Premier Cru offering has a
deep fruit compote intensity with opulent
black fruits on the finish and sweet ripe
tannins. This is brilliant value.
Drink 2020-2031

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru
£570 per 6 Bottles in Bond
The gem of Domaine Philippe Cheron holdings is a significant block in the Grand Cru,
Clos Vougeot, which sits mid-slope on the
Echezeaux side. The shallow clay-marl soils
at the top impart richness and minerality to
the wine which is medium-full bodied with
a gorgeous texture and creaminess from the
old vines. A stylish Clos Vougeout with impeccable balance.
Drink 2022-2038

DOMAINE JEROME CHEZEAUX
Vosne Romanee 1er Cru ‘Les Chaumes’
£210 per 6 Bottles in Bond
Jerome Chezeaux produces highly rated
Burgundies from Vosne-Romanee and Nuits-St-Georges appelations. This offering is
seductively textured with a rich and vibrant
nose and layered on the palate with cherries,
berries and plums. This is an excellent wine
from the vineyard which adjoins La Tache
and Malconsorts.
Drink 2022-2036

DOMAINE CHRISTIAN CLERGET
Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru ‘Les Charmes’
£390 per 6 Bottles in Bond
Christian Clerget’s vision is to produce the
purest, most natural wines possible. The
land is worked by hand and no herbicides or
insecticides are used. Clerget believes that
balance in the vineyard will help lead to balanced wines.
A ripe and fresh nose offers up notes of cassis, black raspberry and lavender. with a caressing mouth feel and structured finale. A
balanced and refined wine that should drink
well young but reward up to a decade of
ageing.
Drink 2019-2028
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DOMAINE EDMOND CORNU

DOMAINE BITOUZET-PRIEUR

Corton-Bressandes Grand Cru
£330 per 6 Bottles in Bond

Meursault 1er Cru ‘Les Charmes’
£276 per 6 Bottles in Bond

The Cornu family settled in the town of Ladoix in 1870 and established the Domaine
in 1875. Their entire crop is hand-harvested. The grapes are completely destemmed.
An exceptionally fresh and bright nose of
mostly red berries also carries a whiff of wet
stone. This superbly balanced effort combines finesse with power comes highly recommended.
Drink 2020-2035

A committed classicist, Vincent Bitouzet has
provided over thirty-years worth of structured, demanding, age-worthy, satisfying
wines, from the heart of the Cote de Beaune.
This cuvée is one of the gems of the domaine, a complete expression of the special
terroirs. This magisterial wine offers up vanilla, honey and white flowers on the nose
with a sensuous feel in the mouth: well-built
but possessing charm and elegance.
Drink 2019-2025

DOMAINE LIGNIER
DOMAINE FRANCOIS PARENT

Clos St Dennis Grand Cru
£570 per 6 Bottles in Bond

Corton Charlemange Grand Cru
£690 per 6 Bottles in Bond

The Lignier family is widespread in Morey and in all has 16 hectares spread over
50 cleverly acquired parcels now of a very
handsome average age in excess of 50 years.
There is great ripeness and concentration to
this Grand Cru offering, which is rich and
powerful with a firm tannic structure.
Drink 2022-2034

DOMAINE D’ARDHUY
Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru “Sous les Puits”
£270 per 6 Bottles in Bond
Domaine d’Ardhuy is located in the very
heart of Burgundy, in the Côte de Nuits
which has been known for the quality of its
wines since the monks of the Abbaye de Cîteau planted the vineyards in the 10th century. This is a wonderfully rich & fresh premier cru with hints of toasted hazelnuts and
fresh exotic fruit that will provide marvellous
drinking over the next five years. Tiny quantities here, so don’t miss out!
Drink 2019-2025
Right:
Christian
Clerget
at work
in the
Domaine
Clerget
chais

François Parent is married to AnneFrançoise Parent-Gros. Since they married, François has had access to her family’s
holdings in Vosne-Romanée and Vougeot,
and continues production of his own family
vineyards in Pommard. This is the pinnacle
of rich, vibrant Chardonnay from the Hill in
carton once owned by the Emperor Charlemagne. Wonderful aromas of brioche and
buttered toast which fill the mouth. Magnificent.
Drink 2019-2027

DOMAINE DES MALANDES
Chablis Grand Cru Vaudesir
£204 per 6 Bottles in Bond
Lyne & Jean-Bernard Marchive make textbook wines from vineyards planted on the
Kimmeridgian soils around the town of
Chablis, practising sustainable viticulture.
These ancient soils impart a unique steely
minerality to the Chardonnay grape with
flavours of honey and beeswax supported
by hazelnut and vanilla and a long finish.
An exceptional Grand Cru Chablis in a year
when Chablis suffered more than most from
frost & hail.
Drink 2019-2026
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Buying En Primeur Wine with
Noble Rot
All of the wines contained in this Burgundy 2016 are offered en
primeur, that is to say that they are currently still in barrel. They will be
ready for delivery to the UK in Q4 of 2018 which we shall arrange.
All wines will be shipped directly to Vine International, within London
City Bond, to be stored under bond. At this point you may request that
the wines are delivered to you, which we can arrange at cost.
When a wine is removed from bonded storage, duty and VAT will be
payable on the value of the wine and will be billed to you.

To place your order
please contact us via:
@

dominic@noblerot.org
www.finewineinvestment.com
+44 (0) 207 549 7908
Noble Rot Ltd.
2 Square Rigger Row
Plantation Wharf
London, SW11 3TZ
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